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Collecting X-Men Red #1-5 and Annual #1. Jean Grey is back — and recruiting her own team of X-Men! Reborn into a world very different than she remembers, Jean gathers allies including Nightcrawler,
Namor and the All-New Wolverine to combat a growing anti-mutant movement that threatens to tear down Xavier’s dream! Jean has a vision and a plan — but first her Red squad must infiltrate a top-secret
compound to save a mysterious new mutant. Avoiding guards with high-tech weapons, protestors with burning hate and gigantic mutant-killing Sentinel robots is all in a day’s work for the X-Men! But Jean’s
newest recruit will be the key to the whole team’s survival as battles break out across India! Gambit finds himself caught up in the intensifying global frenzy of mutant hate as well — but could one of Jean’s
oldest friends become a deadly foe?
Collecting Mr. & Mrs. X #1-6. Their wedding shocked the world — now Gambit and Rogue are husband and wife, and their honeymoon will be uncanny! In their extraordinary lives, Gambit and Rogue have
faced nearly every challenge imaginable. But now that the Marvel Universe’s hottest couple has tied the knot, how will they cope with married life, X-Men-style? By going interstellar! Being tasked with
protecting a mysterious package everyone in the galaxy seems to want makes for a pretty bizarre honeymoon, but could anything be worse than Deadpool crashing the party? Yes! The Technet crashing it,
too! Not to mention the Shi’ar Imperial Guard, Deathbird, the Starjammers and a whole Empire in turmoil! What the heck is in this package, anyway?! And will Gambit and Rogue ever make it home?
For years, they have loved each other from a safe distance. Now Rogue and Gambit will become closer than ever - and it may shatter their lives permanently! For when Remy LeBeau's past actions are
revealed, he will be put on trial - but who will serve as judge, jury and executioner? A suitably uncanny battle between Cannonball and Gladiator sends one squad of X-Men on their latest intergalactic
adventure. Can they free the Shi'ar from the deadly grip of the Phalanx and return safely to Earth in one piece? COLLECTING: UNCANNY X-MEN (1981) 341-350, -1; X-MEN (1991) 62-64, -1
Collects X-Men (1991) #70-79, X-Men/Dr. Doom Annual 1998 and material from X-Men Unlimited (1993) #18. Will Marrow, Maggott and Dr. Cecilia Reyes usher in a new golden era for the X-Men? As
Cyclops and Phoenix retire from the team, it's left to Wolverine to make sure they do! But with the roster split over the volatile Marrow's presence, keeping the X-Men from fracturing won't be easy. Can the
inexperienced new team members step up in time to stave off an invasion from the demonic N'Garai dimension? Plus, Joseph may be made to pay for Magneto's crimes! Angel battles the Abomination!
Marrow takes action to save the Morlock tunnels! Maggott explores his origins! The Shadow King targets Psylocke as a psi-war begins! And the silver age Doctor Doom undertakes a quest through time to
learn the secrets of Onslaught!
The all-new, all-revoluti onary Uncanny X-Men have barely had time to find their footing as a team...and now they must face the evil Dormammu! Can Magik match the demon lord's sorcery? Is she even on
the X-Men's side anymore? Discover the secrets that Magik has been hiding since AVX! Then: school is in session! The Uncanny X-Men have seen what can happen with no control over their powers. It
cannot happen again. One mutant learns that once you leave the X-Men, the real world can be a punishing place. Another learns just what it means to be an X-Man. But what, exactly, are they being trained
for? Plus: Cyclops and Magneto finally have it out! And which other former ally has signed up with S.H.I.E.L.D. to keep tabs on the X-Men? COLLECTING: UNCANNY X-MEN 6-11
YA. Graphic Novel. Collects Squadron Supreme: Hyperion vs. Nighthawk #1-4.
Collects Extraordinary X-Men #13-16, Annual #1. An ancient evil stirs in the periphery of Limbo, consuming mystical realms — and little does Magik suspect that the X-Men’s newest charge is drawing this
World-Eater straight to X-Haven! Meanwhile, Colossus rampages across Earth as a Horseman of Apocalypse! Can Nightcrawler and Iceman wrest their friend from his evil influence? As the World-Eater
bears down on Limbo, everything Magik cares about is on the line: her ward, her brother and the world’s surviving mutants. What will it cost to save them all? Plus: When the Terrigen Cloud threatens a jail,
and the warden refuses to protect its mutant inmates, the Extraordinary X-Men take matters into their own hands and stage a prison break! And when Moon Girl takes it upon herself to solve the Terrigen
crisis, she may just find an unlikely ally!
Collects X-Men: Blue #13-15, X-Men: Gold #13-15. Blue and Gold, together at last! Mojo, the demented creature obsessed with melding deadly TV shows with reality, has made Earth his focus — and it will
take the combined might of two teams of X-Men to fight back! But when threats from their past are thrown at them, including Sentinels and the Brood, how will the squads react? Flooded by bad memories,
can Kitty and Jean lead their X-Men to save Manhattan? Or will tricks like, oh, say, the Dark Phoenix be exactly what Mojo needs to finally deliver the ratings hit he’s longed for? The mighty mutants will have
to take the fight to Mojoworld itself if they have any hope of stopping the absurd Mojo-fication of Midtown Manhattan!
Desperate times call for a darker team of X-Men! With mutantkind in extinction's crosshairs once more, Magneto leads a group of the deadliest that homo superior has to offer to fight for the fate of their
species! Refusing to accept even one more mutant death, the most ruthless possessors of the X-gene on Earth -deadly warriors such as Sabretooth, Fantomex, Mystique and Psylocke -have banded together
to proactively mow down their enemies. But with a team populated by killers, can they stay away from each other's throats long enough to take down their targets? And can the Master of Magnetism curb his
own homicidal instincts long enough to find out who's trying to speed up mutantkind's descent into the grave? It's X-Men with the emphasis on Uncanny! Collects UNCANNY X-MEN #1-6.
Collects Uncanny X-Men (1981) 351-359, X-Men Unlimited (1993) 17, Uncanny X-Men/Fantastic Four Annual 1998, Cerebro's Guide to the X-Men. The original X-Men are back together! An injured Cyclops
heads to Alaska for some rest and recuperation with Jean - but when she once again dons the costume of Phoenix, that can't be good for Scott's health! And as Beast, Iceman and Angel join them for old
time's sake, will an uncanny adventure have them all feeling blue - and questioning their future as X-Men? Meanwhile, Doctor Cecilia Reyes has her own fateful decision to make! Wolverine has a life-draining
encounter as Sauron attacks! Rogue's powers lead her to a dramatic tipping point! Bishop and Deathbird are lost in space! And Sabretooth gets inside Logan's head! Plus: Peer into Cerebro's classified
mutant files!
Collecting X-Men Blue (2017) #7-12. The X-Men are caught up in the epic Secret Empire event! But what does the new landscape of the Marvel Universe mean for mutantkind? How will Jean, Cyclops, Beast,
Angel and Iceman survive in a world dominated by Hydra? And what exactly does Magneto have up his sleeve?
Magneto. Emma Frost. Mystique. Juggernaut. Mojo. Apocalyspe. The X-Men have gone head to head with a lot of foes over the years-some truly evil, some just crossing that vital line that moves them from
ally to enemy. From the cold vacuum of space to the jungles of the Savage Land, from dominating the inner sanctum of a secret society to crashing through all walls in their way, these tales show what makes
the X-Men's opponents the most formidable in the universe. COLLECTING: X-MEN: BLACK - EMMA FROST 1, X-MEN: BLACK - MYSTIQUE 1, X-MEN: BLACK - JUGGERNAUT 1, X-MEN: BLACK - MOJO
1
Collecting X-Men: Season One and Uncanny X-Men (2011) #1. Welcome to the X-Men’s first year — hope you survive the experience! Professor Charles Xavier has recruited five of the most powerful
mutants he’s ever seen to save a world that hates and fears them. But there’s only one problem: They’re teenagers who have to survive hormones and uncontrollable super-powers, all while fighting for their
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very lives. So right now’s the perfect time for Magneto and the Brotherhood of Evil Mutants — along with the Sentinels, Unus the Untouchable and more — to make their bids for control of the world, right?
The first class of X-Men are forged in the fires of combat in ways you’ve never seen before. You only think you know the story! Plus: The beginning of a new Uncanny era of X-Men in the aftermath of a
mutant Schism!
Collecting X-Men Gold (2017) #7-12. What does the Secret Empire event have in store for the X-Men? Find out what the new landscape of the Marvel Universe looks like for Kitty, Storm, Colossus,
Nightcrawler, Rachel Grey and Old Man Logan. Will they be able to survive in a world dominated by Hydra?
Legion is the most powerful and unstable mutant in the world, and prodigal son to Professor Charles Xavier. But in the aftermath of his father's tragic death, David Haller will fi nally attempt to tame his
fractured mind, conquer his inner demons and embrace his legacy! But first Legion will have to overcome two new villains -one lurking within his own psyche, and the other hiding among the X-Men! He'll turn
down an invitation to join the team, but the young mutant Blindfold will catch his eye! Will their uncanny romance change the fate of mutantkind? COLLECTING: X-MEN LEGACY 1-24
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The buildup to the Marvel Universe's darkest hour continues as the X-Men face danger from without and within! What decades-old connection does Professor X have with the secretive ClanDesti ne? When
Synraith returns, the two teams clash...but all is not what it seems! Can the X-Men solve the mystery before Synraith's victory is complete? COLLECTING: X-MEN/CLANDESTINE 1-2; UNCANNY X-MEN
(1963) 327-328, ANNUAL '95; X-MEN (1991) 46-49; X-MEN UNLIMITED (1993) 9; SABRETOOTH (1995) 1
Collecting X-Men Blue #29-36. There’s something wrong with Jimmy Hudson! And he’s about to square off with his “brother” Daken in one of the most violent battles in X-Men history! Can the X-Men save
Jimmy? Can they save Daken? Should they save either? Meanwhile, Magneto is on a mission of vengeance against Emma Frost, the White Queen! The squad’s worst fears about the Master of Magnetism
may finally be coming true — and to escape his present, Magneto will travel to the future! But even twenty years later, there will always be X-Men, and they’ll still need his help to save mutantkind from
extinction! But will Magneto submit to his darker instincts? Plus: Time is running out for the five original X-Men. Are their destinies set in stone? Are they only fighting the inevitable? Only their modern-day
counterparts can answer that!
Collects X-Men Gold (2017) #1-6. In the wake of their war with the Inhumans, the X-Men are at a crossroads - where do they go from here? Luckily, one beloved X-Man has the answer to that question! Now,
Xavier's dream comes full circle as Kitty Pryde returns to lead the team into a golden future! Storm, Colossus, Nightcrawler, Rachel Grey and Old Man Logan will renew their mission to protect a world that
hates and fears them, as the next chapter in the saga of the X-Men begins! But even as the new team rises out of the ashes of IVX, a new Brotherhood of Evil Mutants isn't far behind. And when their
rampage through New York City begins, there will be some surprisingly familiar faces in their ranks! Who has turned their backs on the X-Men...and why?
Collects X-Men Blue #23-28. With the original five X-Men lost in space, Emma Frost, Havok, Bastion and Miss Sinister hatch their devious plans — and unleash Project: Mothervine! Meanwhile, Jimmy
Hudson and Bloodstorm feel the wrath of Polaris — once again a victim of the body-stealing Malice! And with his mutant charges missing, Magneto mobilizes against his enemies. His first target: Sebastian
Shaw! But Magneto will soon come face-to-face with Havok — with the fate of mutantkind hanging in the balance! The original five’s absence means a new team of X-Men must take their place. But as the
lethal Marauders strike, Magneto is forced to make a terrible decision — one that leads him ever closer to the darkness he has tried to put behind him! And some of the newest new X-Men might not make it
out alive!
Collecting Astonishing X-Men (2017) #7-12.Charles Xavier is back! And he has a plan. He’s going to save the world — whether the world likes it or not! But Charles may have made the greatest mistake of his
life: Proteus, one of the most terrifying adversaries the X-Men have ever faced, has returned as well! But evil doesn’t always know it’s evil. Still reeling from their narrow escape from the Shadow King and the
loss of a crucial ally, how will the mutant heroes face an enemy with the power to remake the world? As a reality storm batters London and its inhabitants, Psylocke must decide between trusting the
mysterious man called X and letting her beloved city fall into ruin. Meanwhile, with the fate of the planet at stake, the X-Men choose their field commander for the looming battle against Proteus!
"Contains material originally published in magazine form as Young X-Men #6-12 and X-Men manifest destiny #3."
Everybody's favorite X-couple is reunited! And boy, are they not happy about that... Kitty Pryde must send Rogue and Gambit on an undercover mission to fi nd a group of kidnapped mutants. What they
discover on this mission will shock them. But will it also bring them closer together...? It's a high-stakes adventure caper that only the two hottest X-Men can deliver! COLLECTING: ROGUE & GAMBIT 1-5
Extermination looms! COLLECTING: X-MEN GOLD 31-36

Collects X-Men: Blue (2017) #1-6. Like a bolt from the blue, the original X-Men reunite - like never before! This time, Jean Grey takes her place as leader, and Cyclops, Iceman, Angel and
Beast must follow her into action as they seek to bring mutant criminals to justice and restore a heroic sheen to their team. But how can they do that when their new mentor is their old mentor's
arch-frenemy? That's right - Magneto has joined the original X-Men! But due to their long history with the Master of Magnetism, not everyone on the squad can put old rivalries aside... With
tensions rising, can the X-Men come together to be a cohesive force for good? Or will ulterior motives and personal quests derail the entire enterprise? At the end of the day...who can be
trusted?
Collects X-Men Blue #21-22 and Annual #1, and Venom (2016) #162-163. Spinning out of the events of VENOMVERSE, the Children of the Atom and the Lethal Protector team up to take
down an extradimensional threat! This is it, folks, the team-up you’ve been asking for: X-Men Blue and Venom must band together in the cold reaches of space to protect our universe from a
threat more diabolical than you can ever imagine! But will Eddie Brock and his faithful symbiote, Marvel Girl, Cyclops, Iceman, Beast and Angel be enough to save the universe from the
Poisons? It’s a crossover like no other — one that will change the lives of Venom and the X-Men!
Collecting X-Men: Red #6-11. The adventures of the newly resurrected Jean Grey and her handpicked team continue! One of the X-Men’s greatest foes has come calling on Namor’s undersea
kingdom of Atlantis, and they’re determined to bring about its end! Jean Grey and the Red team find themselves out of their element and under the sea as they must repel a devastating attack!
Plus: The world grows more hostile toward mutants every day, and one of the X-Men’s fiercest foes is working behind the scenes to keep it that way! But Jean has had enough of the hateful
world she was reborn into, and it’s time for her to confront the one responsible head-on. Prepare for a seismic showdown between Jean Grey and Cassandra Nova!
Collecting Uncanny X-Men (2018) #1-10. The flagship X-Men title that started it all is back — bigger and better than ever! Why is the X-Men’s newest crisis shaping up to be their final
adventure?! It all starts with a mysterious and tragic disappearance, but their investigation draws the X-Men into a much larger — and deadlier — situation! Who or what are the Four
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Horsemen of Salvation, and what is their connection to Nate Grey, the incredibly powerful mutant known as X-Man? Will Nate’s home dimension, the Age of Apocalypse, make its horrifying
return? Or does the dawn of the Age of X-Man mean the end of the Uncanny X-Men?! It’s a statusquo- smashing story that just might leave all of mutantkind in tatters, and it will take three fanfavorite writers to deliver the mutant madness!
Collects Weapon X (2017) #7-11. Origin of a monster! The newly reformed Weapon X program took DNA from the most savage genetic anomalies in the world to create a rage-fi lled
behemoth of epic proportions. But before they meddled with nature, they started with man. Who volunteered to be experimented on, and what made them the perfect test subject? Learn the
startling answers here! The most savage X-book on the stands continues as the Weapon X program's lethal agenda rolls on!
Collects Classic X-Men (1986) #24-44 and material from Marvel Fanfare (1982) #60. The perfect companion piece to your UNCANNY X-MEN collection! In 1986, Marvel launched CLASSIC XMEN, a series that reprinted the “All-New, All-Different X-Men” era — with a twist! All-new backup stories fleshed out the 1970s tales and delved deeper into the characters’ lives — and new
story pages were even inserted into the reprints, expanding on key moments and sowing the seeds for future storylines! Now, all this newly created material has been collected together —
allowing fans to explore the early lives of Cyclops, Phoenix, Wolverine, Colossus, Storm, Nightcrawler, Professor X, Havok, Polaris, Emma Frost, Kitty Pryde, Banshee, Dazzler, Rogue and
Mystique like never before! Friendships are forged, losses are mourned and lives are transformed in these rare tales that dance between the raindrops of some of the most revered X-Men
comics of all time!
Collecting X-Men Gold #26-30 And X-Men Wedding Special. It’s the X-Men wedding of the century — and you’re invited! But after years of will-they-won’t-they, of triumph and tragedy, of
romantic rivals and untimely demises, can Kitty Pryde and Piotr Rasputin finally make it down the aisle? Not if anti-mutant lobbyist Lydia Nance and 0101, the most advanced Sentinel on the
planet, have their way. Their goal? Kill the X-Men — starting with Colossus! As the X-Men come under attack from all sides, Kitty and her team must race to safety — or die in the cold vacuum
of space! Cross your fingers for the hopefully happy couple, dearly beloved, as guest stars galore gather for a history-making mutant union! Plus: Attend the unforgettable bachelor and
bachelorette parties! And legendary X-Men scribe Chris Claremont returns for an all-new tale of Kitty and Colossus!
Charles Soule and a stellar roster of superstar artists unite to put the Astonishing back in the X-Men! An ancient evil is attacking the world's most powerful minds. It will have them by the time
you finish this sentence, and a moment later, it will have us all. A band of X-Men discovers the truth behind the threat, but is there any time left for Psylocke, Old Man Logan, Bishop,
Archangel, Fantomex, Rogue and Gambit? In an action-packed X-epic, they must head to the astral plane in pursuit of...the Shadow King! But in this brain-bending mindscape, not everything
is as it seems, and reality is a relative concept. Will this impromptu squad of X-Men be able to contain the chaos from spilling out into the world? COLLECTING: ASTONISHING X-MEN 1-6
Collects Phoenix Resurrection: The Return Of Jean Grey #1-5. She will return, like a Phoenix from the ashes! Years ago, Jean Grey perished, and the X-Men mourned her loss. Now, when strange events
start happening all over the world, the X-Men can only come to one conclusion: the one, true Jean Grey is back! Kitty Pryde, Old Man Logan and Cyclops lead squads across the globe, chasing events
connected to the Phoenix — yet with friends disappearing and familiar enemies returning, they’re fighting a losing battle. Meanwhile, a young woman named Jean starts to go insane in her peaceful, suburban
life. Nightmares and daydreams spill over into the world and reveal cracks in her reality. Jean needs to escape. The X-Men need to stop the cycle of death the Phoenix brings. And their worlds are about to
collide — violently!
The X-Men, Professor X's team of mutant superheroes, races to stop Magneto and the Evil Brotherhood from destroying the human race. Also included are three classic X-Men stories. In the first, Magneto
confronts the X-Men singlehandedly. In the second, Rogue asks Professor Xavier for his help dealing with the memories she accidently absorbed from Carol Danvers. The third story tells how Wolverine
acquired his adamantium-laced skeleton.
Europe, 1942Ðthe world is at war! As the Allies battle against the Axis, able bodied men everywhere enlist in the war effort, including Cliff Secord. Secord, also known as The Rocketeer, has been thrust full
throttle into the heat of battle, andÐwith or without his jet packÐhe will depend on his wits and daring if he is to survive! Collects issues #1Ð4.
Yesterday's X-Men continue to adjust to a present day that's simultaneously more awe-inspiring and more disturbing than any future the young heroes had ever imagined for themselves. And the situation
gets even more dangerous when the villainous duo Mystique and Sabretooth target the young time-travelers - starting with Cyclops! Plus: How will Earth's Mightiest Heroes react to the time-swept X-Men?
Find out when the Avengers visit the Jean Grey School! But they're not the only ones to do so, as the outlaw Uncanny X-Men drop by for a recruiting session. Who will join the adult Cyclops and his
revolutionary crew? The answer will shock you! Acclaimed writer Brian Michael Bendis further defines the future - and the past - of the X-Men! COLLECTING: ALL-NEW X-MEN 6-10
Collects X-Men Gold (2016) #16-20. A cosmic epic, X-Men style! Alien invaders have come to reclaim one of their own, and they’re taking one of our heroes with them! That means the rest of the team must
follow — into the Negative Zone! But as the truth of the situation slowly unfolds, what does the mysterious Kologoth have planned,next? Can the X-Men defeat a god with the fate of an entire world — not to
mention a fledgling romance — hanging in the balance? What are they,willing to sacrifice? Taking on the might of Scythian will come at a cost — one that might kill them all! Can even the X-Men survive on a
barren planet?
Collects Avengers #368-369, Avengers West Coast #101, X-Men #26, Uncanny X-Men #307 and Black Knight: Exodus #1. The X-Men and Avengers head for Genosha where civil war has erupted and
Exodus & Cortez have arrived to fan the flames! Can even the X-Men and Avengers combined bring peace to a nation at war and defeat two madmen?
'Beautiful, evocative, authoritative.' Professor Brian Cox 'Important reading not just for anyone interested in these ancient cousins of ours, but also for anyone interested in humanity.' Yuval Noah Harari
Kindred is the definitive guide to the Neanderthals. Since their discovery more than 160 years ago, Neanderthals have metamorphosed from the losers of the human family tree to A-list hominins.Rebecca
Wragg Sykes uses her experience at the cutting-edge of Palaeolithic research to share our new understanding of Neanderthals, shoving aside clichés of rag-clad brutes in an icy wasteland. She reveals them
to be curious, clever connoisseurs of their world, technologically inventive and ecologically adaptable. Above all, they were successful survivors for more than 300,000 years, during times of massive climatic
upheaval. Much of what defines us was also in Neanderthals, and their DNA is still inside us. Planning, co-operation, altruism, craftsmanship, aesthetic sense, imagination, perhaps even a desire for
transcendence beyond mortality. Kindred does for Neanderthals what Sapiens did for us, revealing a deeper, more nuanced story where humanity itself is our ancient, shared inheritance.
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